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1. SyNopsrs AND INTRODUCTION 
About a decade ago, in a succession of papers [l-3], the author presen- 
ted a method of summation of several groups of series of hyperbolic 
functions. The series concerned are regrouped here as follows: In Group I, 
1112s(c) = 2 1 
m = 1 sinh’“(2m - 1)7cc/2’ 
IV,(r)= f 
1 
m = 1 cosh”(2m - 1)7~/2’ 
In Group II, 
VI*,(c) = f (+l)“-W” 
VI:,(c) m =, cash mnc ’ 
(1) 
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vII;3(c)= 2 t-l)‘“- wm- v, 
m =, sinh(2m - 1 )zc/2 
VIII,,(c) = i 
(2m - 1)” 
m =, cosh(2m - l)nc/2 
And, in Group III, 
IX 2s-,(c) Oc rn2’--’ 
X 2s- I(C) =2, 
e2mnc r 1’ 
IX%- 1(c) 
XL 1(c) 
=mt, ‘-y::.y, 
XI 2s-l(c) = 5 (2m-lY’ 
XII,,-,(c) m=l e(2m-‘)zCT 1’ 
W,(c) 
XWC) 
= 5 (-1)mP’(2m-1)2” 
e(2m-1)ncT 1 ’ m = 1 
(2) 
(3) 
In the above expressions, s > 1 and c = 1, fi, and l/3. In particular, 
s > 0 in XI:, and XII,*, of Group III. The series are summed in closed form 
in terms of an invariant CJ~ when c = 1 and of a second invariant c6 when 
c = fi or l/a. Both invariants can be expressed in terms of a complete 
elliptic integral K(k) of the first kind of modulus k by 
~4 = 4 K4( l/,/h (4) 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the summation of the 
groups of series to c = & and l/h; n being a positive integer. It is found 
that when such an extension is made, the groups of series are summed in 
closed form in terms of a complete elliptic integral K(k) and its modulus k, 
where k is an algebraic number depending on n. 
2. METHOD OF SUMMATION 
It is recalled that the previous method of summation consists essentially 
of the following three steps: 
(i) The first step is to express each series into a double series. In 
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Group I, partial fraction decomposition is used. In Groups II and III, 
expansion, differentiation, and summation are used. 
(ii) The second step is to express the resulting double series in terms 
of Weierstrass elliptic function and its allied functions, at half and quarter 
periods of the double periods (1, ci), (1, ci/2), and (1, 2ci). The allied 
functions involve Weierstrass zeta function and the derivatives of 
Weierstrass elliptic function as well as the invariants associated with them. 
(iii) When c = 1, & or l/& the third step is to express these 
functions in terms of the invariant c4 or cr6. Such relations are shown in the 
paper [4] together with the method of evaluation, 
When c is now extended to & and l/A, the functions obtained in the 
second step are further expressed in terms of a complete elliptic integral 
K(k) and its modulus k, where k is an algebraic number. Consequently, the 
groups of series are summed in closed form in terms of K(k) and k. 
3. WEIERSTRASS ELLIPTIC FUNCTION AT HALF PERIODS 
It is known that the three values of the Weierstrass elliptic function W at 
half periods of the double periods (1, ci) are the roots of the cubic equation 
W3- 15aJ(ci)W-35o,*(ci)=O, (5) 
where a: and r~z are particular cases of the invariant defined by 
62*s(ci) = f’ 
1 
(s b 2h 
m,n = - m (m + nci)*” 
(6) 
in which the prime on the summation sign denotes the omission of 
simultaneous zeros of m and n from the double summation. The three roots 
of the cubic equation when expressed in terms of K(k) and k are known as 
el(ci) = $(2 - k2) K2(k), 
e,(ci) = -$( 1 + k2) K’(k), 
e,(ci) = - j( 1 - 2k2) K*(k). 
(7) 
In the subsequence, the customary notation of the complete elliptic 
integrals will be used, namely, 
K = K(k), K’ = K(k’), 
E = E(k), E’ = E(k’), 
(8) 
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where E is a complete elliptic integral of the second kind to be used later 
and k’ the complementary modulus satisfying 
k2 + k12 = 1. (9) 
Also, the three functions in (7) as well as the invariant in (6) will 
henceforth be denoted simply as er, e2, e3, and az*, whenever the second 
period is ci. 
It is readily seen from (7) that 
e, >e3>e2. (10) 
We also have 
(e, - e2)lj2 = 2K, 
(e, - e3)“* = 2k’K, 
(e3 - e2)‘j2 = -2kK. 
(11) 
Furthermore, from the coefficients and roots of the cubic equation (5), 
we have 
a: = g( 1 - k2 + k4)K4, 
a+$&(1 +k2)(2-k*)(l -2k*)P. 
(12) 
4. ROOT OF K/K = c 
The parameter c and the modulus k in (7) are connected by the equation 
c = K/K. (13) 
As a particular case of Abel theorem [S, p. 5251, the root k of this equation 
when c = fi is an algebraic number expressible in surds. Furthermore, the 
reciprocal of c is obtained if the moduli k and k’ are interchanged. Hence, 
the moduli in the case c = l/J% are obtained by simply interchanging the 
moduli k and k’ in the case c = A. 
Let k be the root of the equation when c = &. It is known that k and k’ 
are related to Weber’s function f(G) or f,(G) by 
4/kk’= {f(J-nj’*, (n odd); 
4k’*/k= {fi(J-n)]‘*, (n even). 
(14) 
Altogether 105 values off and fi were listed by Weber [6, pp. 721-7261 
and 46 values supplemented later by Ramanujan [7]. Watson [8] also 
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investigated a number of new values. In addition, certain scattered values 
were discussed by other authors. Ramanujan’s notation differs from 
Weber’s by a numerical factor. Weber’s list of values is consecutive from 
n = 1 to 52. The remaining 53 values are scattered between n = 55 and 1848. 
Ramanujan’s values are scattered between n = 62 and 1645. Most of the 
values are given explicitly in surds. However, a certain number of values 
are given implicitly as the roots of cubic or quadratic equations, or 
occasionally as those of quintic or septic equations, which are solvable in 
surds. The first such case is when n = 11. By (14), the moduli k and k’ can 
be found from f or f,. The values of moduli for n = 1 to 22 are shown in 
Table I together with f and f,. They are not consecutive with n because 
several complicated values between them are not included. The reader may 
consult the original lists for additional information whenever needed. 
5. DERIVATIVES OF WAND INVARIANT crzS 
To proceed further, denote the successive derivatives of Weierstrass 
elliptic function W by 
w(z)- l-l)” tIr2 pjqz) 
s 
-o!dz’-2 
(s>3). (15) 
Here, W(z) = W,(z). w’(z) = - 2 W,(z) is its first derivative. We have 
WJz)= { W(Z)--~,)~~~{ W(z)-e2}“*{ W(z)-ee3}“*, 
W,(z) = w*(z) - 50:. 
(16) 
The successive derivatives are given recurrently in terms of W,, W,, and 
W, by 
&-2)(s-3)Fs=F,Fs-2+F,Fs-,+ ... +F,-2,2 (s?5), (17) 
where 
F, = (s - 1) W,(z) (s22). (18) 
In particular, when z is at half periods, 
w2,+ 1(z) = 0 (s 2 1). (19) 
The invariants aZS are given recurrently in terms of at and a$ by 
#~-3)(2s+l)G2s=G4G~s--4+G~G~~-~+ ... +Gzs-z,G‘, (s L 4), 
(20) 
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where 
Gzs = (2s - 1) a& (s 2 2). (21) 
It is thus seen that the elliptic functions W,, at half periods and the 
invarians 02*, of the same double periods (1, ci) can be expressed in terms K 
and k by (7) and (12). 
6. WEIERSTRASS ZETA FUNCTION AT HALF PSEUDO-PERIODS 
The three values of Weierstrass zeta function c(z) at half pseudo-periods 
of the double pseudo-periods (1, ci) are known [IS, p. 4951 as follows: 
1;(4) = -He2 + (e, -edW- E)IW, 
<(+ci) = -fci{e, + (e, - e,)(K- E)/K} - ni, (22) 
i(f + tci) = -t( 1 + ci){e* + (e, - ez)(K- E)/K} - rci. 
By (7), they are expressed in terms of K, E, and k. 
7. FUNCTIONS AT QUARTER PERIODS 
As described in the paper [4], the Weierstrass elliptic function and its 
allied functions at quarter periods can be expressed by those at half 
periods. By (7) and (12), they are then expressed in terms of the complete 
TABLE II 
Values of A(k) and B(k) 
n A(k) B(k) 
1 112 112 
2 l/J $(J- 1) 
3 (Jj+WJ5 Lj5- u&/2 
4 2(45- 1) 4(& 1)2 
5 ;+&h-*p+- 1 
3fi 
(J-j+ly ~-~(~-2)“2-~(~+1)1/’ fi 
1 
*: f&+&J 
;-fi 
$15~q-$7) 
Note. KE = n/4 & + A(k)K2, K’E’ = II 414 + B(k)K2. 
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elliptic integrals and the modulus. Such relations at both half and quarter 
periods of the double periods (1, ci) are shown in the Appendix. 
The Weierstrass zeta function at half and quarter periods involves a 
product KE. When K/K = A, however, K and E are not independent. It 
can be shown from the Ramanujan’s paper [7] that 
KE=L+A(k)K’, 
4& (23) 
where A and B are algebraic functions of k. Some values deduced from 
Ramanujan’s table are shown in Table II. 
8. LANDEN TRANSFORMATION AND SUMS OF SERIES 
The modulus or the root of Eq. (13) for c = 2 4 or fif2 can be found 
from the moduli k and k’ for c = ,,/% by Landen transformation [S]. 
Denote the moduli for c = 2 & by k, and k; and those for c = J&/2 by k, 
and k;. If the moduli are related by 
k2=(1-k’)/(l+k’), k; = 2k’1’2/( 1 + k’), 
k, = 2k”*/(l + k), k;=(l-k)/(l+k), 
(24) 
then Landen transformation gives, respectively, 
K(k,) = (1 + k’) K/2, K(k;) = (I+ k’)K’, 
K(k,)=(l+k)K, K(k;)=(l +k)K’/2, 
(25) 
so that 
W;)lK(k,) = 2 J;;, K(k; l/W, I= x,42. (26) 
It is noted that k, and k; may be found from (14) directly by replacing n 
with 4n provided the value of f,(s) is available. 
The corresponding formulas for E [ 10,~. 319 J are 
-W,)= 
2E - k”K E’+kK’ 
l+k 3 W;) =l+k, 
E+k’K 
E(kd = 13 SW= 
2E’ - k2K’ 
l+k, . 
(27) 
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Consequently, 
K(k,) E(k,) = 2KE- kr2K2, 
K(k;) E(k;) = #CT + nkK2), 
K(k,) E(k,) = +(KE+ k’K2), 
(28) 
K(k;) E(k;) = 2K’E’ - nk2K2. 
As noted before, KE and K’E’ can further be reduced to K and k when 
C&i 
By Landen transformation, the functions of the double periods (1, cij2) 
and (1,2ci) can be found from those of the double periods (1, ci). Hence, 
by using the results from the second step in the previous papers, the three 
groups of series can be summed in closed form in terms of K and k. 
9. ILLUSTRATIONS 
To illustrate, the sums of a number of series are given below. For the 
sake of brevity, the final results only are shown. The sums of the initial 
series are found as follows: 
XI;(c)= -;+& K, 
II,(c)= -;+;K, 
III:(c) =x K, 
V,(C)= --$KE+-$K~, 
VII,(c) =$ K2, 
2-k2 
IX,(C)=&&KE+~K~, 
X,(c) = -A+$$ K2, 
1 1+k2K2 
X11(c)= -G+v > 
and 
XII:(c)=;-; K, 
II:(c) =;-; K, 
IV,(c)=: K, 
V;(r)=$ KE-$ K2, 
2kk’ 
VIII:(c) =7 K2, (29) 
IX:(c)= -f +$ KE, 
1 k’ 
X:(C)=~-% K2, 
1 l-2k2 
x**,(c) - z4 ---- p, &2 
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2(2 - k2) 
I#=;-$ KE+ 3n2 K2, 
1 2-k’ 
I:(c)= -6+7K2, 
m,(c)= -$KE+$K~, 
II;(c) =;-$ K2, 
XII;(c)= -;+$K’. 
Here the moduli k and k’ satisfy (13). When c = &, they are given in 
Table I. In addition, the product KE is converted into K and k as shown in 
Table II. 
The succeeding series can be summed by the method described in the 
previous papers. For example, consider the series II,(c) when s 2 3. We find 
with the aid of the preceding initial values, 
II,(c)= -;+& K+$K3, 
II,(c)= -;+$KE+$K4, 
II,(c)= -;+;K+ 3713 Sk’2 K3 + $(4+k”)K5, 
II,(c)= -;+$$ KE+$K’+ g(l+k’2)K6. 
(31) 
In particular, when c = fi, with the values of the moduli for n = 2 given in 
Table I, we find 
II,(&) = -f+fK, 
II,($)= -‘+&+& 
2 4a 712 ’ 
I&b=-;+$K+ 713 4(d5- ‘)KZ , 
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II,(&)= -.!+&+hEp+ 16(fiB1)~4 
2 6~ 3n2 37c4 ’ 
1 2& 83 
116&h= -2+-rJ;I-+gK2+ 3n4 16(&1)K4+ 64 +5-3&C 
(32) 
where 
K=K(JZ- 1). (33) 
Note that the sum of II, h ere is in agreement with that proposed by 
Geller [ 111. By interchanging the moduli in (31) and converting K’ to K, 
we also find 
1ti II&@= -2++C, 
II,(Q$= -T+z+ 
1 a w-J5)K2 
7c2 3 
II,(l/JZ)= -‘+&K+4(3fi-4)K3 
2 2n 7t3 
h(&h= -~+z+ 37c2 
1 ,b 4(2-fi)K2+32(3-2&)K4 
37c4 ’ (34) 
1 3& 
W/,/Z) = -2+x K+ 
10(3Ji-4)K3+8(29&-40) K5 
3n3 37r5 ’ 
II,W&)= -z+z+, 15n2 
1 4s 16(2-fi)Kz+32(3-2&K4 
3rc4 
+512(1O-7&)K, 
157P * 
For further examples, consider the series II:(c). From Table I, we 
similarly find when c = 3, 
II@&- l - (1 + a)“ZK, 
2 J2i-l 
II&&Q(l +a)‘l2K2 
2 x2 
11:(&I-1 fi 
2 2&r 
(1 +a)“%---&1 +a)“2P, 
(35) 
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and when c = l/Js, 
1 5$ 
II:(l/~)=z---@l -u)l:2P, 
II:(l/&=l- fi 54% - (1 -Q)‘IZK-- 
2 2JL-c 
*3 (1 - a)"2K3, 
where 
a=2(&2)y K=K(&&h). 
Also, when c = fi, 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
and when c = l/fi, 
(39) 
where 
10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(40) 
A few years ago, Zucker [ 121 considered the summation of the series in 
Groups I and II. He expanded the series into q-series and used Jacobi’s 
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elliptic functions in the summation. A little earlier, Jordan [ 111 using 
Jacobi’s theta functions proved, in particular, the sum of the series 
II,,(d), of which II,(&) was proposed by Geller. His method admits 
further extension to sum other series if different Jacobi’s theta functions are 
used. As mentioned before, the present method is an extension of the 
summation considered before for c = 1, fi, and I/,/?, in which the 
Weierstrass elliptic function is mainly used. Indeed, it was conceived during 
preparation of the paper [3] but its completion has long been delayed. 
It is also mentioned that when c = &, the values of K can be expressed 
in terms of Gamma functions. For instance: 
(i) When c = 1, k = l/a, K= (1/47r”*) r*(i). 
(ii) When c = ,,/%, k = (a- 1)/(2 3): K= (31’4/27’3n) r3(i). 
A table of conversion was given by Zucker for n = 1 to 16, save n = 14. 
APPENDIX: VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AT HALF 
AND QUARTER PERIODS OF DOUBLE PERIODS (1,ci). 
02 = g( 1 -k* + k4)K4, 
c:=$&(l +k*)(2-k*)(l-2k*)K6, 
e, = $(2 - k*)K*, 
e2= -$(l +k*)K*, 
e3= -$(l-2k2)K2, 
(el - e2)l/* = 2K, 
(el - e3)l/* = 2k’K, 
(e3 - e2)“* = -2kK, 
IV($) = ;( 1 + 3k’ + k’*)K’, 
W(+ + tci) = $( 1 - 3k’ + k’*)K*, 
W(;ci) = - $( 1 - 3k + k*)K*, 
W(h + $ci) = - $( 1 + 3k + k*)K*, 
W’(a + $ci) = - $( 1 - 2k2 - 3ikk’)K*, 
W( $ - $i) = - $( 1 - 2k2 + 3ikk’)K*, 
IV’(;) = - 16k’( 1 + k’)K3, 
W’( $ + &ci) = 16k’( 1 - k’)K3, 
W’($ci) = 16ik( 1 - k)K3, 
H”($ + $ci) = - 16ik( 1 + k)K3, 
I+“($ + fci) = - 16kk’(k’ + ik)K3, 
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w’($ - ;ci) = - 16kk’(k’ - ik)K3, 
[(;)=;{3KE-(2-k’)K’}, 
[(fci)= (2ci/3){3KE-(2-k*)K*j -xi, 
[(;+&i)=$(l +ci){3KE-(2-k*)K”}-xi, 
[($)=KE+(l +k’)K-f(2-k2)K2, 
<($ci)= -ai/2+icKE+i(l -k)K-(d/3)(2-k*)K*, 
[(a + bci) = -xi/2 + (1 + ci)KE + (k + ik’)K - i( 1 + ci)(2 - k*)K*, 
c(i-aci)=ni/2+ (1 -ci)KE+ (k-ik’)K-$(l -ci)(2-k*)K*, 
c($+$ci)= -ni/2+(2+ci)KE+i(l +k)K-f(2+ci)(2-k*)K’, 
[(a + +ci) = --xi+ (1 + 2ci)KE+ (1 - k’)K- f( 1 + 2ci)(2- k2)K2. 
The modulus k satislies the equation c = K/K. 
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